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THE VOLTA STORY
Smooth tarmac under the wheels, the warm sun on your back, the camaraderie of fellow cyclists and the whirring hum of bicycles as we cut through the stillness of the mesmerising
Portuguese scenery.
I discovered the freedom of cycling in Portugal whilst I was living and working there a few years ago.
Eager to be part of the local cycling scene, I hooked up with TGV, a local cycling club populated by riders of all ages and abilities, from beginners to seasoned former pros, who always
welcome an enthusiastic new member.
Three times a week we would meet up for social rides and training rides, mountain climbs and always a coffee, or even lunch, in good company. In this environment of cycling passion,
diversity and shared wisdom, Volta Pro Tours was born.

With the support of my TGV riding partners, Gentil, Carlos and Kelvin, I created an organisation that shares with others this infectious passion.
Encouraged by our friend Paulo, whose televised non-stop ride down the entire length of the country on the iconic Nacional 2, captured everybody’s respect, I was inspired to create our
first event - the N2 Challenge!
With the early success of the N2 Challenge, more tours have followed: through the Mountains of Serra da Estrela to the Women's Grand Tour in the rolling terrain of The Alentejo.
The tours encompass Portugal's stunning landscapes, beautiful hotels and generous gastronomy!
Our tours offer each small group the opportunity for guests to ride alongside and learn from some of the most celebrated Portuguese and British riders. Every group benefits from the
invaluable local knowledge of our local ride leaders and the vehicle assistance of our support crew.

I continue to promote this Pro Cyclist lifestyle each year with new, innovative experiences to share with other dedicated riders.
I would be thrilled if you came to share these experiences with us.
Adriano Placidi
Founder of Volta Pro Tours
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Dame Sarah Storey
UCI Pro Rider
Mum to Louisa & Charlie
63 Major International
Titles

Monica Dew
UCI Pro Rider

We are really proud of our collaboration with Dame Sarah Storey’s racing
team.

Chanel Mason
UCI Pro Rider

Our partnership ensures you receive the unique opportunity to ride
alongside some of Britain's elite female professional cyclists during your
holiday.
Storey Pro Riders are keen to share their wisdom and experience to help
you become a better cyclist
Regardless of your age or performance level, having a seasoned pro on
hand will enhance your experience and provide plenty of motivation to
enjoy your cycling more than ever before.
They'll keep you in smart order on the road and when they're not on the
bike, they'll share stories from the pro peloton over a relaxing glass of
wine in the evening.
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WOMEN’S
MOUNTAIN TOUR

SERRA da ESTRELA
PORTUGAL’S BEST KEPT SECRET
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FEATURING LEGENDARY CLIMBS | SWEEPING DESCENTS | SMOOTH TRAFFIC FREE ROADS
Let us take you to the very heart of Portugal’s best kept secret.
This trip will reveal Portugal’s unique mountain landscape and culture in the National Park of Serra da
Estrela. On the six stages of this tour you will experience the highest roads in the country, truly spectacular
views and the traditional charm of our selected mountain hotel.
From exhilarating climbs up to an Altitude of 2000m (6500 ft), to delicious picnics by secluded mountain streams - we will be with you every step of the way on each
breath-taking stage. And, when you are not in the saddle, you’ll get to know Portugal’s bountiful gastronomy and superb wines.
Prepare yourself for hours of pleasure on quiet roads, sweeping descents and rolling roads through beautiful wooded valleys.

Porto
SPAIN

TORRES

Lisbon

ALENTEJO
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STAGE 1
TORRES
20 miles | 2,200 ft

5,300ft

1,700ft

0m

20m

After transferring from Lisbon Airport to
our 4 star Hotel at 1,600 meters.
We will ride straight out and introduce
you to the mountains of the National
Park of Serra da Estrela and experience
the views from the summit at Torres.
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STAGE 2
COL’ de MANTEIGAS
56 miles | 8500 ft

6,500ft

1,700ft
0m

56m

Today we will explore the challenging
routes that feature regularly in the Tour
of Portugal.
Some of the greatest races from the
Tour have been fought on these slopes
by legend of cycling, Joaquim Agostinho.
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STAGE 3
COL’ de ZEZERE
62 miles | 9,800 ft

6,500ft

1,700ft
0m

60m

A big day riding some of the best
secret climbs in Europe.
From densely wooded ascents to high
plateaus, we will guide you along
roads that will take your breath away.
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STAGE 4
COL’ de CABECA
TORRES
50 miles | 8,900 ft

6,500ft

1,700ft
0m

50m

These
mythical
climbs
are
entrenched deep into Portuguese
cycling culture.
Considered locally to be one of the
most difficult climbs in Serra da
Estrela, this route will take us
through sleepy mountain villages,
terraced valleys and thickly wooded
slopes.
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STAGE 5
VIDEMONTE
80 miles | 11,000 ft

6,500ft

1,700ft
0m

80m

Every day we adapt the routes to suit
the riders.
For those who like distance we’ve
created this route that reaches up into
the northern extremities of the National
Park.

Alternatively, we have another route
that explores the lowlands surrounding
the park.
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STAGE 6
TORRES
20 miles | 2,200 ft

6,500ft

1,700ft
0m

20m

We say our farewell to Serra da
Estrela but not without taking one
last climb up to the summit at
Torres.
Once you have packed up, we’ll
transfer you back to Lisbon for your
evening flights.
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Price £1200
Includes

The Detail
Please Note:
1. When Booking your Flight please note our Transfer Pick
Up and Drop-Off times
2. We advise landing 1 hour before Pick Up Times

4 Star Mountain Hotel – Twin Room Sharing
All Meals *
Support Vehicles | Support Riders | Professional Guides
Feed Stations | Picnics | Recovery Stations
Airport Transfers | Transfer Time approx. 2.5 hours
Kit Laundry | Secure Bike Storage
Daily Briefings
*not ordered outside of itinerary
Single Supplement - £200

Transfer Dates & Times:
WOMEN’S MOUNTAIN TOUR 15 – 20 September
Pick Up
Lisbon Airport 15 September at 13:00
Drop Off
Lisbon Airport 20 September at 16:00

Who Can Enter
The Women’s Mountain Tour is open to all cyclists regardless of
riding style.
Each Stage is carefully designed to ensure every rider feels
challenged but not overwhelmed.
Our Tour Leaders and Guides will help you improve your cycling
skills so you return home a better
and more confident cyclist.

Payment
Your place will be reserved upon completion of the entry form.
We will then forward your account invoice to be paid within 14
days by bank transfer.
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WOMEN’S
GRAND TOUR

ALENTEJO
PORTUGAL’S HIDDEN GEM
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FEATURING –
STUNNING LANDSCAPES | SWEEPING ROADS | DELICIOUS GASTRONOMY
We’ve combined the best cycling and the most delicious gastronomy with an incredible Five Star
Luxury Hotel.

Experience stunning landscapes, ancient olive groves, unforgettable vineyards and mile after
mile of tranquil, rolling roads.
Immerse yourself in twenty centuries of history, UNESCO World Heritage Towns, enchanting
villages and a rich culture from the Golden Age.

Wake up to a perfect day in a beautiful hotel, ride like you’ve never ridden before, push yourself
to new levels, stimulate your mind and senses.
These are the experiences Volta deliver with impeccable style.

SPAIN

Lisbon

Alentejo
Marmoris

ALENTEJO
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STAGE 1
ESTREMOZ
30 miles | 1,800 feet
1,500ft

1,000ft

0m

15m

30m

ESTREMOZ
After
transferring
from
Lisbon Airport to the palatial
Alentejo Marmoris Hotel, we
will ride straight into the
Alentejo landscape and on to
the historic
town of
Estremoz.
You’ll find the roads to be
peaceful and smooth and
from the top of the town, we
can admire the stunning
landscape.
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STAGE 2
CASTELO de MONSARAZ
60 miles | 4,000 feet
1,500ft

1,000ft

0m

30m

63m

CASTELO de MONSARAZ
No ride is without its
challenges and today’s Stage
with its short climb to the
lovingly restored Castelo de
Monsaraz, is worth every
pedal stroke.
Our route back takes us
through the sleepy villages
of the Alentejo and our
second night in Vila Viçosa.
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STAGE 3
ELVAS
55 miles | 3,344 feet
1,500ft

1,000ft

0m

27m

55m

ELVAS
Today’s Stage passes through
the ancient UNESCO town of
Elvas.
Granted World Heritage Site
status in 2012, Elvas is among
the finest examples of the ‘Star
Fort’.
The city has been at the centre
of conflicts with the Moors,
the Napoleonic Peninsula War
and has withstood many a
Spanish siege
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STAGE 4
TERENA
43 miles | 3,100 feet

1,500ft

1,000ft

0m

40m

43m

TERENA
Every morning we’ll wake
up and explore a different
corner of the Alentejo
and its beautiful natural
landscape.
This region is renowned
for its gastronomy and
unpretentious wines.
Today we will ride
through
a
tranquil
landscape of olive groves
and vineyards, peppered
by the traditional whitewashed
villages
synonymous
with
Alentejo.
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STAGE 5
CASTELO de MARVAO
60 miles | 5,100 feet
2,700ft

1,000ft

0m

30m

60m

CASTELO de MARVAO
The fifth stage is probably the
toughest but it will take us to
the stunning mountain top
castle of Marvao.
We will ride through the
wooded valleys and chestnut
groves of the Nature Park of
Sao
Mamede
which
is
dominated by the mountain
top Medieval Castle.

The spectacular panoramic
views from the summit will
form a lasting memory of the
Alentejo Grand Tour.
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STAGE 6
ALANDROAL
23 miles | 1,200 feet
1,500ft

1,000ft

0m

23m

ALANDROAL

Before packing up the bikes
we’re going to enjoy one last
morning spin through the
villages neighbouring Vila
Viçosa.
Then, after savouring the
light lunch chef will prepare
especially for you, we will
transfer you to Lisbon for
your early evening flights
back home.
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Price - £1600
Includes

The Detail
Please Note:
1.When Booking your Flight please note our Transfer
Pick Up and Drop-Off times
2.We advise landing 1 hour before Pick Up Times

Transfer Dates & Times:
WOMEN’S GRAND TOUR 6 – 11 October
Pick Up

Lisbon Airport 6 October at 13:00
Drop Off
Lisbon Airport 11 October at 18:00

5 Star Award Winning Marmoris Hotel Spa
Twin Room Sharing
Cultural Itinerary – Wine Tasting, Museums……
All Meals *
Support Vehicles | Support Riders | Professional Guides
Feed Stations | Picnics | Recovery Stations
Airport Transfers | Transfer Time approx. 1.5 hours
Kit Laundry | Secure Bike Storage
Daily Briefings
*not ordered outside of itinerary
Single Supplement - £250
Who Can Enter
The Women’s Grand Tour is open to all female cyclists regardless of
riding style.
Each Stage is carefully designed to ensure every rider feels challenged
but not overwhelmed.
Our Tour Leaders and Guides will help you improve your cycling skills
so you return home a better and more competent cyclist.

Payment
Your place will be reserved upon completion of the entry form. We
will then forward your account invoice to be paid within 14 days by
bank transfer.
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